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NRCKPT. CAI Checkpoint: Whether a Final Non Interview Result Code has been TL-Approved

1. Not approved (NRApproved=0)  5. Approved (NRApproved=1) → GO TO NRRESULTCODE

F2F_TEL. IWER: Indicate whether this interview is being conducted face to face or on the telephone.

1. Face to face  2. Telephone

CS1. Hello. My name is _______ and I work for the Survey Research Center at the University of Michigan. Your family is part of the Family Economics Study. I am calling about the Child Development Supplement that is a piece of the F.E.S. The purpose of this study is to understand how families, schools, and neighborhoods affect children’s and adolescents’ growth and development. We recently mailed your household an introduction to this study. Today I would like to gather some basic information about the children and their caregivers who are eligible to participate in the study. This will take about 10 minutes to complete, depending on the number of people in your household. We can also schedule a time to conduct the full interview with you or the children’s primary caregiver.

• ENTER [1] to continue

1. Continue

CS2. Any information that you give me is completely voluntary. If we should come to any question you don’t want to answer just let me know and I will go on to the next question. The answers that you give will be kept confidential.

• ENTER [1] to continue

1. Continue

RECORDEIW Rule: Whether Interview Selected for Recording

Selected for Recording (RECORDIW=Yes)  All Others → GO TO CS3FU

RECORDEIW_CONSENT. We sometimes record interviews to help us maintain quality. Do you agree to have your interview recorded for quality control? You can still participate if you do not agree to the interview being recorded.

• If R agrees to the RECORDING of this interview, ENTER [1]
• If R does not agree to the RECORDING of this interview ENTER [5]
• If resuming a suspended interview, RE-READ the consent and ENTER [1] if R agrees to recording or [5] if R does not agree to recording

1. Yes  5. No
Family Listing

CS3FU. [F1]-Help

[1st PRELOADED FU MEMBER]: We have [NAME] listed as living here as part of the family. Is that still true? /

NEXT PRELOADED FU MEMBER: (We have [NAME] listed as living here as part of the family.) How about [NAME]? Is [NAME] living here as part of the family?

• If Yes, ENTER [1] FU Member
• If No, ENTER as follows:
  [CDS CHILD]: [5] Child is living with someone else; moved out to live with someone else; moved out with another family member
  [6] Child has moved out on (his/her) own, to set up (his/her) own household
  [7] Child has died
  [8] Child is in jail or prison
  [9] Child is away in the military
  [10] Child is away at school
  [11] Child is in a health facility
  [12] Child is in some other institution

• If R says “moved out”, PROBE: [CDS CHILD]: Is [he / she] living with someone else, did [he / she] move out on [his / her] own / ALL OTHERS: Has [he / she] moved out on [his / her] own, is [he / she] away at school, or what?

  1. FU member  5. Living with someone else  6. Moved out

SIGNAL for CDS CHILD & C3FU=6: Are you sure this CDS child has moved out on their own, independently, such as an emancipated minor? If not, go back and change to 5. Living with someone else.

[NEW FU MEMBER]: Is anyone else living there now that I did not mention, including any newborn children?

• If Yes, ENTER [4] Mover In
• If No, ENTER [13] No More

  4. Mover in  13. No more

CS3FNAME. [NEW: What is this person’s first name?]

  [PRELOADED: VERIFY / NEW: ENTER] First Name

String 10

CS3LNAME. [What is this person’s last name?]

  [VERIFY / ENTER] Last Name

String 15

CS3GENDER. [VERIFY / ENTER] Gender

• Ask R if necessary: What is this this person’s sex?

  1. Male  2. Female
CS4BMO. [VERIFY / ENTER] Birth Month

[PRELOADED: I have [CS3FNAME]’s ([CS3LNAME]) date of birth as [MM/DD/YYYY]. Is that correct?]
- If needed, PROBE: What is [his / her] complete date of birth, starting with the month?
- If R cannot confirm that the preloaded birthdate is correct, do not make changes and PRESS [Enter] to continue

/ NEW: What is [CS3FNAME]’s ([CS3LNAME]) complete date of birth, starting with the month?]  

1. January  
2. February  
3. March  
4. April  
5. May  
6. June  
7. July  
8. August  
9. September  
10. October  
11. November  
12. December

CS4BDY. [VERIFY / ENTER] Birth Day

[PRELOADED: I have [CS3FNAME]’s ([CS3LNAME]) date of birth as [MM/DD/YYYY]. Is that correct?)
- If needed, PROBE: What is [his / her] complete date of birth, starting with the month?
- If R cannot confirm that the preloaded birthdate is correct, do not make changes and PRESS [Enter] to continue

/ NEW: (What is [CS3FNAME]’s ([CS3LNAME]) day of birth?)

1 – 31

CS4BYR. [VERIFY / ENTER] Birth Year

[PRELOADED: I have [CS3FNAME]’s ([CS3LNAME]) date of birth as [MM/DD/YYYY]. Is that correct?)
- If needed, PROBE: What is [his / her] complete date of birth, starting with the month?
- If R cannot confirm that the preloaded birthdate is correct, do not make changes and PRESS [Enter] to continue

/ NEW: (What is [CS3FNAME]’s ([CS3LNAME]) year of birth?)

1900 - 2020

CS4AGE. Age at interview; Calculated using CS4 - not asked.

0 – 120  
999 (CS4BMO, CS4BDY or CS4BYR = DK/RF)

ENDFU Rule: Whether There Are More FU Members

More FU Members  → REPEAT CS3FU-CS4AGE  No More FU Members  

End HHLLLSTBLOCK
# CDS Children - Eligibility

## CSBLOCK.ELIG.CHILDELIGB[1..15] [1..15]=Which CDS Child

CHILDELIG. CDS Child Eligibility Indicator (Preload.PreloadHHLTable.Preload_HHL[1..24].CDSKid=Yes)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHILDELIG (1-11)</th>
<th>RESULTCODE</th>
<th>CS4AGE &amp; CS4BYR</th>
<th>CS3FU</th>
<th>PRELOAD.PREFMODE</th>
<th>CURRPREFMODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Eligible</td>
<td>0000 Eligible</td>
<td>0-18 &amp; 2004—2018</td>
<td>1, 9, 10</td>
<td>TEL</td>
<td>TEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Eligible</td>
<td>0000 Eligible</td>
<td>12-18 &amp; 2004—2009</td>
<td>1, 9, 10</td>
<td>TEL</td>
<td>TEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Not eligible-design</td>
<td>9002 TEL no Blaise by design</td>
<td>0-11 &amp; 2010-2018</td>
<td>1, 9, 10</td>
<td>TEL</td>
<td>TEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Not eligible-design</td>
<td>7002 NS: Sub-Selected Non-Sample</td>
<td>0-18 &amp; 2004—2018</td>
<td>1, 9, 10</td>
<td>TEL</td>
<td>TEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Eligible-different FU</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>0-18 &amp; 2004—2018</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>TEL</td>
<td>TEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Not eligible-moved out on own</td>
<td>9003 Moved out on own</td>
<td>0-18 &amp; 2004—2018</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>TEL</td>
<td>TEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Not eligible-jail</td>
<td>9004 Incarcerated</td>
<td>0-18 &amp; 2004—2018</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>TEL</td>
<td>TEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Not eligible-other institution</td>
<td>9008 Other institution</td>
<td>0-18 &amp; 2004—2018</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>TEL</td>
<td>TEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Not eligible-year of birth</td>
<td>9006 Age Ineligible</td>
<td>0. &gt;18, 999 &amp; &lt;2004—2018, DK/RF</td>
<td>1-12</td>
<td>TEL</td>
<td>TEL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Assigned post-PCG selection**

| 10. No PCG (PCG=95, 96) | 9011 No PCG/ PCG Age Ineligible | 0-18 (2004—2018) | 1, 9, 10 | TEL | TEL |
| 11. PCG is age ineligible (PCG=1-24 & CS4AGE<18) | 9011 No PCG/ PCG Age Ineligible | 0-18 (2004—2018) | 1, 9, 10 | TEL | TEL |

(The upper age limit of 18 years is only applicable in 2022 for children who have had birthdays in 2022 prior to completing the Coverscreen.)

**End CHILDELIGB**

ELIGCKPT. CAI Checkpoint: Whether There are Any Eligible CDS Children

1. 1+ CDS Child is FU, FUMI, Different FU, Military, Education (CHILDELIG=1, 2, 9)  
5. All CDS Children Ineligible (CHILDELIG=3-8)  

GO TO THANKYOU_INEL
Respondent Selection

TOC

CSRESP. Respondent Selection

ENTER the number corresponding to your Respondent. Remember, Respondent must be living in the FU and 18 years or older. If NO FU members are available for Respondent selection -- go back to HHL to verify members' ages and make corrections. An eligible FU must have at least one FU member who is 18 or older.

- If there are no adult FU members listed, SUSPEND interview and speak with your TL.

A QSN list of FU Members w/CS3FU=FU, FUMI & CS4Age=18+

CSCONFIRM. Family Listing

Review the family listing with Respondent. If necessary, go back to make changes. Once past this screen, you will not be able to go back to the Family Listing.

Respondent: [CS3RESP]

Other Family Members:

[CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], Age [CS4AGE], [Living here] [[(CDS Child-[Not] Eligible)]

/ Moved in
/ Moved out to live with someone else
/ Moved out to live on (his/her) own
/ Died
/ In jail or prison
/ In the military
/ Away at school
/ In a health facility
/ In a facility or institution

ENTER [1] to confirm family listing and continue

1. Continue
CDS Children - Relationship to FU Members

TOC

RTC

RTCCKPT. CAI Checkpoint: Whether There are Any CDS Children in the FU, Military or School

1. 1+ CDS Child (CHILDELG=1, 9) 5. All Others → GO TO MOCKPT1

CSBLOCK. RTCFMLSTT. RTCFMLSTB[1..24]. RTCCDSLSTB[1..15] [1..24]=Which FU Member [1..15]=Which CDS Child

As asked in order of CDS Child’s age, starting with youngest CDS Child

RTC. FU Member: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], [CS4AGE], [PRELOAD.RTH]

CDS Child: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], Age [CS4AGE]

[1ST FU MEMBER, 1ST CDS CHILD: ≥1 CDS Child in FU: Now I’d like to ask about each of the children’s relationship to others in your household.] What is [your / [FU MEMBER]’s] relationship to [CDS CHILD]?

1ST FU MEMBER, NEXT CDS CHILD: What is [your / [FU MEMBER]’s] relationship to [CDS CHILD]?

ALL OTHER FU MEMBERS: How about [you / [FU MEMBER]]? What is [your / [FU MEMBER]’s] relationship to [CDS CHILD]?

- If R says “mother” or “father”, PROBE: [Are you / Is [he / she]] the biological, step, or adoptive (mother/father)?
- If R says “sister” or “brother”, PROBE: [Are you / Is [he / she]] the biological, step, half, or adoptive (sister/brother)?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEMALE</th>
<th>MALE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Biological mother</td>
<td>4. Biological father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Stepmother</td>
<td>5. Stepfather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Adoptive mother</td>
<td>6. Adoptive father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Grandmother</td>
<td>8. Grandfather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Partner/boyfriend/girlfriend of (child’s) father</td>
<td>10. Partner/boyfriend/girlfriend of (child’s) mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Aunt</td>
<td>12. Uncle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Half sister</td>
<td>16. Adoptive sister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Biological brother</td>
<td>18. Stepbrother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Cousin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Son of (parent’s) partner/boyfriend/girlfriend</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. Daughter of (parent’s) partner/boyfriend/girlfriend</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. Mother of (parent’s) partner/boyfriend/girlfriend</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. Father of (parent’s) partner/boyfriend/girlfriend</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. Legal guardian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. Foster mother</td>
<td>28. Foster father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. Great grandmother</td>
<td>30. Great grandfather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31. Niece</td>
<td>32. Nephew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33. Foster sister</td>
<td>34. Foster brother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95. Self (assigned by program, not shown to interviewer)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96. Other relative-specify (RSPEC. Specify other relative. String 100))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97. Other non-relative-specify (NRSPEC. Specify other non-relative. String 100))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RTC_GEN. Generated 3-Digit identifier using RTC and CS3GENDER (assigned)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RTC</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>RTC</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>102.</td>
<td>Biological mother (RTC=1)</td>
<td>101.</td>
<td>Biological father (RTC=4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112.</td>
<td>_stepmother (RTC=2)</td>
<td>111.</td>
<td>Stepfather (RTC=5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122.</td>
<td>Adoptive mother (RTC=3)</td>
<td>121.</td>
<td>Adoptive father (RTC=6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132.</td>
<td>Foster mother (RTC=27)</td>
<td>131.</td>
<td>Foster father (RTC=28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202.</td>
<td>Grandmother (RTC=7)</td>
<td>201.</td>
<td>Grandfather (RTC=8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212.</td>
<td>Great grandmother (RTC=29)</td>
<td>211.</td>
<td>Great grandfather (RTC=30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222.</td>
<td>Mother of (parent’s) partner/BF/GF (RTC=24)</td>
<td>221.</td>
<td>Father of (parent’s) partner/BF/GF (RTC=25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302.</td>
<td>Female partner/BF/GF of (child’s) father (RTC=9 &amp; CS3GENDER=2)</td>
<td>301.</td>
<td>Male partner/BF/GF of (child’s) father (RTC=9 &amp; CS3GENDER=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>312.</td>
<td>Female partner/BF/GF of (child’s) mother (RTC=10 &amp; CS3GENDER=2)</td>
<td>311.</td>
<td>Male partner/BF/GF of (child’s) mother (RTC=10 &amp; CS3GENDER=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>402.</td>
<td>Biological sister (RTC=13)</td>
<td>401.</td>
<td>Biological brother (RTC=17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>412.</td>
<td>Stepsister (RTC=14)</td>
<td>411.</td>
<td>Stepbrother (RTC=18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>422.</td>
<td>Half-sister (RTC=15)</td>
<td>421. Half-brother (RTC=19)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>432.</td>
<td>Adoptive sister (RTC=16)</td>
<td>431.</td>
<td>Adoptive brother (RTC=20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>442.</td>
<td>Foster sister (RTC=33)</td>
<td>441.</td>
<td>Foster brother (RTC=34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>452.</td>
<td>Daughter of (parent’s) partner/BF/GF (RTC=23)</td>
<td>451.</td>
<td>Son of (parent’s) partner/BF/GF (RTC=22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502.</td>
<td>Aunt (RTC=11)</td>
<td>501.</td>
<td>Uncle (RTC=12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512.</td>
<td>Female cousin (RTC=21 &amp; CS3GENDER=2)</td>
<td>511.</td>
<td>Male cousin (RTC=21 &amp; CS3GENDER=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>522.</td>
<td>Niece (RTC=31)</td>
<td>521.</td>
<td>Nephew (RTC=32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>602.</td>
<td>Female legal guardian (RTC=26 &amp; CS3GENDER=2)</td>
<td>601.</td>
<td>Male legal guardian (RTC=26 &amp; CS3GENDER=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>702.</td>
<td>Female other relative (RTC=96 &amp; CS3GENDER=2)</td>
<td>701.</td>
<td>Male other relative (RTC=96 &amp; CS3GENDER=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>802.</td>
<td>Female other non-relative (RTC=97 &amp; CS3GENDER=2)</td>
<td>801.</td>
<td>Male other non-relative (RTC=97 &amp; CS3GENDER=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>992.</td>
<td>Female self (RTC=95 &amp; CS3GENDER=2)</td>
<td>991.</td>
<td>Male self (RTC=95 &amp; CS3GENDER=1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


GRANDFATHER Rule: Whether This FU Member Is Child’s Grandfather

Grandfather (RTC = 8) | All Others → GO TO GRANDMOTHER RULE

GRANDFATHER. FU Member: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], [CS4AGE] [, PRELOAD.RTH]

Relationship to CDS child: [RTC]
CDS Child: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], [CS4AGE]
[Are you / is he] [CDS CHILD FIRST NAME]’s ([CDS CHILD LAST NAME]) maternal or paternal grandfather?
- If needed: “Maternal” means the mother’s side of the family
- If needed: “Paternal” means the father’s side of the family

1. Maternal - mother’s side of the family 2. Paternal - father’s side of the family
GRANDMOTHER Rule: Whether This FU Member Is Child’s Grandmother

Grandmother (RTC = 7) All Others → GO TO AUNT RULE

GRANDMOTHER. FU Member: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], [CS4AGE] [PRELOAD.RTH]
Relationship to CDS child: [RTC]
CDS Child: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], [CS4AGE]
[Are you / Is she] [CDS CHILD FIRST NAME]’s ([CDS CHILD LAST NAME]) maternal or paternal grandmother?
• If needed: “Maternal” means the mother’s side of the family
• If needed: “Paternal” means the father’s side of the family
1. Maternal - mother’s side of the family 2. Paternal - father’s side of the family

AUNT Rule: Whether This FU Member Is Child’s Aunt

Aunt (RTC = 11) All Others → GO TO UNCLE RULE

AUNT1. FU Member: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], [CS4AGE] [PRELOAD.RTH]
Relationship to CDS child: [RTC]
CDS Child: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], [CS4AGE]
[Are you / Is she] [CDS CHILD FIRST NAME]’s ([CDS CHILD LAST NAME]) maternal or paternal aunt?
• If needed: “Maternal” means the mother’s side of the family
• If needed: “Paternal” means the father’s side of the family
1. Maternal - mother’s side of the family 2. Paternal - father’s side of the family

AUNT2. FU Member: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], [CS4AGE] [PRELOAD.RTH]
Relationship to CDS child: [RTC]
CDS Child: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], [CS4AGE]
(And) [Are you / Is she] related to [CDS CHILD FIRST NAME] ([CDS CHILD LAST NAME]) by blood or by marriage?
• If needed: “By blood” means a biological or adopted family member
• If needed: “By marriage” means through marrying a family member

UNCLE Rule: Whether This FU Member Is Child’s Uncle

Uncle (RTC = 12) All Others → GO TO RTCOTHKIDSCKPT RULE

UNCLE1. FU Member: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], [CS4AGE] [PRELOAD.RTH]
Relationship to CDS child: [RTC]
CDS Child: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], [CS4AGE]
[Are you / Is he] [CDS CHILD FIRST NAME]’s ([CDS CHILD LAST NAME]) maternal or paternal uncle?
• If needed: “Maternal” means the mother’s side of the family
• If needed: “Paternal” means the father’s side of the family
1. Maternal - mother’s side of the family 2. Paternal - father’s side of the family
UNCLE2. FU Member: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], [CS4AGE] [PRELOAD.RTH]
Relationship to CDS child: [RTC]
CDS Child: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], [CS4AGE]
(And) [Are you / Is he] related to [CDS CHILD FIRST NAME] [(CDS CHILD LAST NAME)] by blood or by marriage?
• If needed: “By blood” means a biological or adopted family member
• If needed: “By marriage” means through marrying a family member


RTCOTHKIDS Rule: Whether There Are Eligible CDS Children Who Need RTC Assigned for This FU Member

More CDS Children No More CDS Children → GO TO ENDRTC RULE

End RTCDATA

RTCOTHKIDS. FU Member: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], [CS4AGE] [PRELOAD.RTH]
Relationship to CDS child: [RTC]
CDS Child: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], [CS4AGE]
[R=FU MEMBER: Do you / ALL OTHERS: Does [CS3FNAME] [(CS3LNAME)] have the same relationship [(RTC)]
to any of the other children? (Which ones?)
• READ LIST of children if necessary
• ENTER all that apply
• ENTER [95] if this person is not related in the same way to any of the children listed

1 - 15. [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], [CS4AGE], [PRELOAD.RTH], CDS Child-Eligible 95. None DK/RF
List of eligible CDS Children (ChildElig=1, 9) not already assigned RTC for this FU member
Assign RTC & GRANDFATHER-UNCLE FOR EACH CHILD; Then GO TO ENDRTC RULE

ENDRTC Rule: Whether More CDS Children Who Need RTC Assigned for This FU Member; Whether More FU Members

More CDS Children No More CDS Children No More FU Members
RETURN TO RTC for This FU Member RETURN TO RTC for Next FU Member

End RTCCDSSLSTB
CDS Children - Mover Out Address Update

TOC

MOCKPT1. CAI Checkpoint: Whether Any CDS Child Left to Live With Someone Else

1. 1+ CDS Child (CHILDELG=2)  5. All Others  → GO TO INSTCKPT

CSBLOCK.MOVEOUT.MOGRPBLOCK[1..6] [1..6]=Which Mover-Out Group

MOGRP. Mover-Out Grouping [1-6]

**Create Mover-Out groups containing CDS Children first**

[LOOP 1: The following [1 MOVE-OUT: person / >1 MOVE-OUT: people] moved out or are no longer living with (you/the family):

READ first and last names from answer list below

- IF only one person is listed below, SELECT that person as “MOGrp1” and [ENTER] to continue
- IF more than one person is listed below, PROBE: Do any of these people live together in the same household? (Which of these people now live together?)
  - IF YES: Select all persons mentioned into the first grouping (MOGrp1), then [ENTER] to continue
  - IF NO: Select each person into their own individual groups

/ LOOP 2-6: Do (any of) these other people who moved out now live together?

- If only one person remains, SELECT that person for this MOGrp
- IF NECESSARY: READ first and last names from answer list below
- IF YES: Select all persons mentioned into “MOGrp[2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6]”, then [ENTER] to continue
- IF NO: Select each person into their own individual groups (MOGrp2, MOGrp3, etc)]

AQS N list of FU Members and CDS Children w/CS3FU=5, 6

MOGRP Rule: Whether There Are Remaining CDS Children Who Left This FU

More CDS Children  → Repeat MOGRPBLOCK  No More CDS Children

End MOGRPBLOCK

CSBLOCK.MOVEOUT.MORESPBLOCK[1..6] [1..6]=Which Mover-Out Group

MORESP Rule: Number of Movers-Out in This MOGRP

1 Mover-Out  → GO TO MOCKPT2  2+ Movers-Out

MORESP. SELECT one adult as Respondent for this household.

- IF there are no adults listed, SELECT the oldest child.

AQS N list of FU Members and CDS Children in this MOGRP

End MORESPBLOCK
MOCKPT2. CAI Checkpoint: Whether Only CDS Children in This MOGRP

1. Only CDS Children  5. Other FU Members  → GO TO MOINCO

CSBLOCK.MOVEOUT.MOADDR[1..6] [1..6]=Which Mover-Out Group

MOWITHNAMF. Mover-out Group [1-6] CDS Children: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME of all CDS Children in MOGRP]
Who [1 CDS CHILD: is [CDS CHILD FIRST (LAST)] / >1 CDS CHILD: are [CDS CHILD 1 FIRST (LAST)] and [CDS CHILD 2 FIRST (LAST)] [and [CDS CHILD 3 FIRST (LAST)] etc] living with now?
- ENTER First Name

MOWITHNAML. Mover-out Group [1-6] CDS Children: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME of all CDS Children in MOGRP]
(Who [1 CDS CHILD: is [CDS CHILD FIRST] / >1 CDS CHILD: are [CDS CHILD 1 FIRST] and [CDS CHILD 2 FIRST] [and [CDS CHILD 3 FIRST] etc] living with now?)
- ENTER Last Name

MOINCO. [F1]-Help
Mover-out Group [1-6] Address Update for CDS Children: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME of all CDS Children in MOGRP]
What is that address [MOCKPT=2: for [CDS CHILD 1 FIRST] [and [CDS CHILD 2 FIRST] etc]? Is there an "in care of" for the address?
- If none, PRESS [Enter] to continue

MOADDR1. Mover-out Group [1-6] Address Update for CDS Children: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME of all CDS Children in MOGRP]
(What is the address?)
- IF R says the mailing address contains both a street address and PO Box: ENTER street address here (Address 1) and ENTER PO Box in Address 2
- Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF type [DK] or [RF]

MOAPSTE. Mover-out Group [1-6] Address Update for CDS Children: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME of all CDS Children in MOGRP]
(Is there an apartment or suite number?)
- If none, PRESS [Enter] to continue

MOADDR2. Mover-out Group [1-6] Address Update for CDS Children: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME of all CDS Children in MOGRP]
• IF R says the mailing address contains both a street address and PO Box: ENTER PO Box here (Address 2)
• If none, PRESS [Enter] to continue
• Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF type [DK] or [RF]

MOCITY. Mover-out Group [1-6] Address Update for CDS Children: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME of all CDS Children in MOGRP]
(What is the City?)
• Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF type [DK] or [RF]

MOSTATE; MOSTCODE. Mover-out Group [1-6] Address Update for CDS Children: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME of all CDS Children in MOGRP]
• Start typing the name of the State to bring up the look-up list
• If foreign country, ENTER [FOR] to select “Foreign Country”
CSBLOCK.MOVEOUT.MOADDR[1..6].MOPHONEBLK [1..6]=Which Mover-Out Group

WTRCELL. Mover-out Group [1-6] Phone Update for CDS Children: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME of all CDS Children in MOGRP]
Does [MOWITHNAMF MOWITHNAML] have a cell phone?
  • Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF ENTER [5]

1. Yes  S. No → GO TO WTRHOME

CELLPH. Mover-out Group [11-6] Phone Update for CDS Children: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME all CDS Children in MOGRP]
Cell Phone - Area Code and Telephone Number
What is the area code and phone number?
  • If foreign phone, PRESS [ENTER] to go to foreign phone field
  • Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF, GO BACK and ENTER [5] at WtrCell

[ENTER] (_ _ _) _ _ _ _ → GO TO WTRHOME

CELLFOR. Mover-out Group [1-6] Phone Update for CDS Children: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME all CDS Children in MOGRP]
Cell Phone - Foreign Number
(What is the area code and phone number?)
  • Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF, GO BACK and ENTER [5] at MOWtrCell

String 20

WTRHOME. Mover-out Group [1-6] Phone Update for CDS Children: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME all CDS Children in MOGRP]
Does [MOWITHNAMF MOWITHNAML] have a home phone?
  • Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF ENTER [5]

1. Yes  S. No → GO TO WTREMAIL

HOMEPH. Mover-out Group [1-6] Phone Update for CDS Children: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME all CDS Children in MOGRP]
Home Phone - Area Code and Telephone Number
What is the area code and phone number?
  • If foreign phone, PRESS [ENTER] to go to foreign phone field
  • Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF, GO BACK and ENTER [5] at WtrHome

[ENTER] (_ _ _) _ _ _ _ → GO TO WTREMAIL

HOMEFOR. Mover-out Group [1-6] Phone Update for CDS Children: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME all CDS Children in MOGRP]
Home Phone - Foreign Number
(What is the area code and phone number?)

- Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF, GO BACK and ENTER [S] at MOWtrHome

WTREMAIL. Mover-out Group [1-6] Email Update for CDS Children: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME all CDS Children in MOGRP]

Is there an email address where we can contact [MOWITHNAMF MOWITHNAML]?

1. Yes 5. No → GO TO MOEND RULE

↓

EMAIL. Mover-out Group [1-6] Email Update for CDS Children: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME all CDS Children in MOGRP]

(What is that email address?)

- ENTER email address, then READ BACK and VERIFY with Respondent
- Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF type [DK] or [RF]

WTREMAIL2. Mover-out Group [1-6] Email Update for CDS Children: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME all CDS Children in MOGRP]

Is there another email address where we can contact [MOWITHNAMF MOWITHNAML]?

1. Yes 5. No → GO TO MOEND RULE

↓

EMAIL2. Mover-out Group [1-6] Email Update for CDS Children: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME all CDS Children in MOGRP]

(What is that email address?)

- ENTER email address, then READ BACK and VERIFY with Respondent
- Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF go back and ENTER [Ctrl-D, Ctrl-R] at previous question

End MOPHONEBLK

End MOADDR

MOEND Rule: Whether There Are More Mover-Out Groups

More Mover-Out Groups → REPEAT MORESP-EMAIL2 No More Mover-Out Groups

↓

End MOVEOUT
CDS Children - Military or School Address Update

TOC

INSTCKPT. CAI Checkpoint: Whether There are Any CDS Children in the Military or School

```
1. 1+ CDS Child (CHILDELIG=1 & CS3FU=9, 10)  5. All Others → GO TO PCGCKPT
```

CSBLOCK.INST.INSTADDR[1..15] [1..15]=Which CDS Child

Asked in order of CDS Child's age, starting with youngest CDS Child

INSTINCO. [F1]-Help

Address Update for CDS Child: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]
You mentioned that [CDS CHLD] [CS3FU=9: is in the military / CS3FU=10: is away at school].
We would like [his/her] address and phone to contact [him/her] once we have permission from [his/her] primary caregiver.
Is there an "in care of" for the address? What is the name of the [military base / school]?

- ENTER the name of the school or military base

String 40

INSTADDR1. Address Update for CDS Child: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]
(What is the address?)

- IF R says the mailing address contains both a street address and PO Box: ENTER street address here (Address 1) and ENTER PO Box in Address 2
- Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF type [DK] or [RF]

String 40

INSTAPTSTE. Address Update for CDS Child: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]
(Is there an apartment or suite number?)

- If none, PRESS [Enter] to continue

String 10

INSTADDR2. Address Update for CDS Child: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]

- IF R says the mailing address contains both a street address and PO Box: ENTER PO Box here (Address 2)
- If none, PRESS [Enter] to continue
- Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF type [DK] or [RF]

String 40

INSTCITY. Address Update for CDS Child: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]
(What is the City?)

- Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF type [DK] or [RF]

String 40

INSTSTATE; INSTSTCODE Address Update for CDS Child: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]
(What is the State?)

- Start typing the name of the State to bring up the look-up list
- If foreign country, ENTER [FOR] to select “Foreign Country”

Look up list 1-57

Foreign Country

DK/RF → GO TO WTRCELL
**INSTZIP**

Address Update for CDS Child: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]

(What is the Zip code?)

- If foreign country, ENTER all [0]'s
- Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF ENTER all [0]'s

End INSTADDR

**CSBLOCK.INST.INSTADDR[1..15].INSTPHONEBLK [1..15] = Which CDS Child**

**WTRCELL. Phone Update for CDS Child: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]**

Does [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME] have a cell phone?

- Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF ENTER [5]

1. Yes 5. No → GO TO WTRHOME

**CELLPH. Phone Update for CDS Child: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]**

Cell Phone - Area Code and Telephone Number

What is the area code and phone number?

- If foreign phone, PRESS [ENTER] to go to foreign phone field
- Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF, GO BACK and ENTER [5] at WtrCell

[ENTER] (_ _ _) _ _ _ _ → GO TO WTRHOME

**CELLFOR. Phone Update for CDS Child: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]**

Cell Phone - Foreign Number

(What is the area code and phone number?)

- Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF, GO BACK and ENTER [5] at WtrCell

String 20

**WTRHOME. Phone Update for CDS Child: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]**

Does [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME] have a home phone?

- Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF ENTER [5]

1. Yes 5. No → GO TO WTERMAIL

**HOMEPH. Phone Update for CDS Child: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]**

Home Phone - Area Code and Telephone Number

What is the area code and phone number?

- If foreign phone, PRESS [ENTER] to go to foreign phone field
- Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF, GO BACK and ENTER [5] at WtrHome

[ENTER] (_ _ _) _ _ _ _ → GO TO WTERMAIL

**HOMEFOR. Phone Update for CDS Child: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]**

Home Phone - Foreign Number

(What is the area code and phone number?)

- Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF, GO BACK and ENTER [5] at WtrHome

String 20
WTREMAIL. Email Update for CDS Child: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]
Is there an email address where we can contact [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]?

1. Yes 5. No → GO TO INSTEND RULE

↓

EMAIL. Email Update for CDS Child: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]
(What is that e-mail address?)
• ENTER email address, then READ BACK and VERIFY with Respondent
• Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF type [DK] or [RF]

String 40

WTREMAIL2. Email Update for CDS Child: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]
Is there another email address where we can contact [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]?

1. Yes 5. No → GO TO INSTEND RULE

↓

EMAIL2. Email Update for CDS Child: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]
(What is that e-mail address?)
• ENTER email address, then READ BACK and VERIFY with Respondent
• Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF go back and ENTER [Ctrl-D, Ctrl-R] at previous question

String 50

End INSTPHONEBLK

INSTEND Rule: Whether There Are More Eligible CDS Children in Military or School

More CDS Children → REPEAT INSTINCO-INSTEMAIL2  No More CDS Children

↓

End INST
CDS Children - Primary Caregiver (PCG)

PCGCKPT. CAI Checkpoint Whether There are Any CDS Children in the FU, Military or School

| 1. 1+ CDS Child (CHILDElig=1, 9) | 5. All Others → GO TO SPECCHKPT |

CSBLOCK.PCGBLK.PCGCDSKID[1..15] [1..15]=Which CDS Child

Asked in order of CDS Child’s age, starting with youngest CDS Child

SamePCG19CKPT. CAI Checkpoint Whether PCG is the same PCG from CDS 2019

| 1. Same PCG as CDS 19 Living in HH [CSBLOCK.PCGBLK.PCGCDSKID[1..15].PCGCDS19.AQSN=response & PCGCDS19CS3FU=FU] | 5. All Others → GO TO PCG |

SamePCG19. CDS Child: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], [CS4AGE]

Last time we talked, [CS3RESPAQSN=PCGCDS19AQSN: you / CS3RESPAQSN<> PCGCDS19AQSN: PCGCDS19FName PCGCDS19LName] had or shared primary responsibility for taking care of [CS3FName CS3LName].

[CS3RESPAQSN=PCGCDS19AQSN: Do you/ CS3RESPAQSN<> PCGCDS19AQSN: Does [PCGCDS19FName PCGCDS19LName] still have or share primary responsibility for taking care of [CS3FName CS3LName]?]

- ENTER [1] to assign ^PCGCDS19FName ^PCGCDS19LName the PCG for CDS 21
- ENTER [5] to assign a different PCG than ^PCGCDS19FName ^PCGCDS19LName

1. Yes → ASSIGN PCG[ ] TO THIS CHILD THEN GO TO PCGOTHKIDS 5. No

PCG. [F1]-Help

CDS Child: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], [CS4AGE]

We [also] need to know the name of the adult age 18 or older, living with [CS3FName CS3LName] who has primary responsibility for taking care of [him / her]. Is there such a person? (What is (his/her) name?)

- ENTER the number corresponding to the PCG name from the list below
- If R says two adults living with the child (i.e. mother and father) both have primary responsibility for care of this child, PROBE: For the purposes of the study I need to identify just one adult to complete this interview (age 18 or older, living here, and has (or shares) primary responsibility for this child)
- ENTER [95] if there is no PCG for this child, or if this child’s PCG is not listed
- [Ctrl-D] and [Ctrl-R] not allowed; ENTER [96] if R cannot/will not select a PCG

| 1 - 24. [CS3FName CS3LName], [CS4Age] [, Preload.RTH] [, CDS Child-[Not] Eligible] | 95. No PCG for this child |
| 96. R cannot/will not select a PCG |

SIGNAL for selected PCG =12-17 years old: The person selected as PCG is [CS4AGE] years old and not an adult. PCGs should be age 18 or older. GO BACK to select an adult age 18 or older from the list of PCGs FU members, or Select SUPPRESS to continue after verifying R’s selection (Child line spawned and coded 9011)
SIGNAL for PCG=95, 96: There is no PCG, or R cannot/will not select a PCG, for this child. GO BACK to select an adult age 18 or older from the list of PCG FU members, or Select SUPPRESS to continue after verifying R’s selection (Child line spawned and coded 9011)

PCGOTHKIDS Rule: Whether There Are More CDS Children Who Need a PCG Assigned

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>More CDS Children</th>
<th>No More CDS Children</th>
<th>GO TO PCGPARTNER RULE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCG 18+ Years Old</td>
<td>PCG &lt;18 Years Old</td>
<td>No PCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RETURN to PCG For Next CDS Child</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PCGOTHKIDS. PCG: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], [CS4AGE], [PRELOAD.RTH]
CDS Child(ren) for this PCG: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], [CS4AGE]
[Do you / Does [CS3FNAME (CS3LNAME)] also have or share primary responsibility for taking care of any of the other children? (Which ones?)
• READ LIST of children if necessary
• ENTER all that apply
• ENTER [95] if there are no more children for this PCG

1 - 15. [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], [CS4AGE], [PRELOAD.RTH], CDS Child-Eligible 95. No more children for this PCG

 ASSIGN PCG[ ] TO EACH SELECTED CHILD

End PCGCDSKID

CSBLOCK.PCGPARTBLK.PCGPARTDETAIL[1..9] [1..9]=Which PCG

PCGPARTNER Rule: Whether There are More CDS Children Who Need a PCG Assigned

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>More CDS Children Need PCG Assigned</th>
<th>Finished With PCG Assignments</th>
<th>PCG 18+ Years Old</th>
<th>PCG &lt;18 Years Old</th>
<th>No PCG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RETURN to PCG for Next CDS Child</td>
<td>Other FU Members 16+ Years Old</td>
<td>No Other FU Members 16+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Go TO PCG END RULE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PCGPARTNER[PCG AQSN]. PCG: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], [CS4AGE], [PRELOAD.RTH]
[Do you / Does [CS3FNAME (CS3LNAME)] have a spouse or partner living with [you / him / her]? (Who is that?)
• The list below contains household members age 16 and older

1 - 24. [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], [CS4AGE], [PRELOAD.RTH] 95. No spouse/partner in FU

 AQSN list of non-CDS FU Members other than PCG w/Cs3fu=fu, Fumi & Cs4age=16+

PCG END Rule: Whether There are More PCGs in This FU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>More PCGs</th>
<th>Repeat PCGPARTNER</th>
<th>Finished with PCGs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

End PCGPARTDETAIL

CHILDELIG. Update for CDS Child Eligibility Indicator (Preload.PreloadHHLTable.Preload_HHL[1..24].CDSKid=Yes)
### CHILDELIG Updated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESULTCODE (Child line)</th>
<th>CHILDELIG Original</th>
<th>Child’s PCG Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10. No PCG for Child</td>
<td>9011 No PCG / PCG Age Ineligible</td>
<td>1. Eligible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. PCG is Age ineligible</td>
<td>9011 No PCG / PCG Age Ineligible</td>
<td>9. Not eligible - design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PCG=95 (No PCG) or 96 (DK/RF PCG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PCG=1-24 &amp; PCG&lt;18 years old</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PCG END2 Rule. Whether There are Any Eligible CDS Children in This FU**

1+ CDS Child is FU, FUMI, Different FU, Military, Education (CHILDELIG=1, 2, 9)  
All CDS Children Ineligible (CHILDELIG=3-8, 10-11)  
GO TO THANKYOU_INEL

End PCGPARTBLK
CDS Children - Special Needs

**TOC**

**SPECCHCKPT. CAI Checkpoint Whether There Are Any CDS Children in the FU, Military or School**

1. 1+ CDS Child (CHILDELIG=1, 9)
2. All Others → GO TO HHINCOCKPT

**CSBLOCK.KIDSPECNEED.KIDSPECNEEDDETAIL[1..15] [1..15]=Which CDS Child**

*Asked in order of CDS Child’s age, starting with youngest CDS Child*

**SPECIALCHILD.** *(ONE CDS CHILD: [CS3FNAME’S (CS3LNAME)]) interview may also include language, math skill, and physical assessments. Are there any special considerations, such as wearing glasses or contacts, using a hearing aid, or other considerations that I should be aware of before the interview? / >1 CDS CHILD, FIRST CHILD: The children’s interviews may also include language, math skill, and physical assessments. Are there any special considerations for [CS3FNAME (CS3LNAME)], such as wearing glasses or contacts, using a hearing aid, or other considerations that I should be aware of before the interviews? / >1 CDS CHILD, NEXT CHILD: How about [CS3FNAME (CS3LNAME)]? (Are there any special considerations for [CS3FNAME (CS3LNAME)], such as wearing glasses or contacts, using a hearing aid, or other considerations that I should be aware of before the interviews?)]*

- ENTER all that apply
- If R indicates that Child would not be able to do his/her interview, ENTER [7] and record this information. You should also put this information in your call note for this Coverscreen interview and speak with your TL.

1. Vision
2. Hearing
3. Physical
4. Mental
5. Behavioral
6. Language
7. Other - specify (SPECIALOS. Specify. String 100)
8. No special needs

**SPECIALEND Rule: Whether There Are More CDS Children in the FU, Military or School**

More CDS Children → REPEAT SPECIALCHILD
No More CDS Children → END KIDSPECNEEDDETAIL
PCG - Address Update

TOC

HHINCO.KPT. CAI Checkpoint Whether There are Any CDS Children in the FU, Military or School

1. 1+ CDS Child (CHILDELIG=1, 9)  5. All Others → GO TO FINALSCREEN

CSBLOCK.HHAddr.HHAddrDetail

HHINCO. [F1]-Help
In Care Of
[ONE PCG: Finally, we'll be sending an information packet to [R=PCG: you / ALL OTHERS: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME)] that describes the study and how to contact us if there are any questions. In order to mail this packet, I'd like to confirm the complete mailing address. Is there an "in care of" for the address?
/ ALL OTHERS: each primary caregiver] that describes the study and how to contact us if there are any questions. In order to mail these packets, I'd like to confirm the complete mailing address. Is there an "in care of" for the address?
/ >2 PCGs: Finally, we'll be sending information packets to [R=any PCG: you and the other primary caregivers / ALL OTHERS: each primary caregiver] that describes the study and how to contact us if there are any questions. In order to mail these packets, I’d like to confirm the complete mailing address. Is there an "in care of" for the address?

• If none, PRESS [Enter] to continue

String 40

HHADDR1. Address 1
(What is the address?)
• IF there is a street address and a PO Box in the same city, ENTER street address here and Enter PO Box in Address 2
• IF there is a street address and a PO Box in different cities, ENTER PO Box here and Enter street address in next section
• Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF type [DK] or [RF]

String 40

HHAPTS1. Apt/Suite
Is there an apartment, suite, or building number?
• If none, PRESS [Enter] to continue

String 10

HHADDR2. Address 2
• IF there is a street address and a PO Box in the same city, ENTER PO Box here
• If none, PRESS [Enter] to continue
• Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF type [DK] or [RF]

String 40

HHCITY. City
(What is the city?)
• Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF type [DK] or [RF]

String 40
HHSTATE; HHSTCODE. State
(What is the state?)
- Start typing the name of the State to bring up the look-up list
- If foreign country, ENTER [FOR] to select “Foreign Country”

Look-up list 1-57

Foreign Country   DK/RF → GO TO STREETADDR

HHZIP. Zip Code
(What is the zip code?)
- If foreign country, ENTER all [0]’s
- Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF ENTER all [0]’s

HHCOUNTRY; HHCNTRYCODE Country
(What is the county?)
- Start typing the name of the Foreign Country to bring up the look-up list

Look-up list 1-193

End HHADDRDETAIL

CSBLOCK.HHADDR.STRADDRDETAIL

STREETADDR. [ONE PCG: Is [R=PCG: your / ALL OTHERS: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]’s] street address where
[R=PCG: you actually live / ALL OTHERS: she / he actually lives] different from the mailing address?
/ 2 PCGs: Is [R=ANY PCG: your and [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]’s / ALL OTHERS: the primary caregivers’] street
address where [R=ANY PCG: you / ALL OTHERS: they] actually live different from the mailing address?
/ >2 PCGs: Is [R=ANY PCG: your and the other primary caregivers’ / ALL OTHERS: the primary caregivers’] street
address where [R=ANY PCG: you / ALL OTHERS: they] actually live different from the mailing address?
- STREET ADDRESS is the physical address where the FU ACTUALLY LIVES, which is sometimes different from
the mailing address
- Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF type [DK] or [RF]

1. Yes  5. No → GO TO HHPHONE

STRINCO. [F1]-Help
Street/Physical In Care Of
Please tell me that address. Is there an “in care of” for the address?
- If none, PRESS [Enter] to continue

String 40

STRADDR1. Street/Physical Address 1
(What is the address?)
- DO NOT enter PO Box here, since we are asking for a street address. GO BACK to the previous
section to enter PO Box
- Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF type [DK] or [RF]

String 40

STRAPTSSTE. Street/Physical Apt/Suite
(Is there an apartment, suite, or building number?)
- If none, PRESS [Enter] to continue

String 10
STRADDR2. Street/Physical Address 2
- DO NOT enter PO Box here, since we are asking for a street address. GO BACK to the previous section to enter PO Box
- If none, PRESS [Enter] to continue
- Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF type [DK] or [RF]

STRING 40

STRCITY. Street/Physical City
(What is the city?)
- Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF type [DK] or [RF]

STRING 40

STRSTATE; STRSTCODE. Street/Physical State
(What is the state?)
- Start typing the name of the State to bring up the look-up list
- If foreign country, ENTER [FOR] to select "Foreign Country"

Look-up list 1-57

FOREIGN COUNTRY
DK/RF

GO TO STREETADDR

STRZIP. Street/Physical Zip Code
(What is the zip code?)
- If foreign country, ENTER all [0]'s
- Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF ENTER all [0]'s

- - - - - - - -

STRCOUNTRY; STCNTRYCODE. Street/Physical Country
(What is the country?)
- Start typing the name of the Foreign Country to bring up the look-up list

Look-up list 1-193

END StrAddrDetail

CSBLOCK.HHADDR.PCGPHONE[1..9] [1..9]=Which PCG

WTRCELL. [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]
[R=PCG: Do you / ALL OTHERS: Does [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]] have a cell phone?
- Do NOT ask but ENTER [1] if you know R is using a cell phone
- Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF ENTER [5]

1. Yes 5. No →GO TO WTRHOME

CELLPH. [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]
Cell Phone - Area Code and Telephone Number
What is the area code and phone number?
- If foreign phone, PRESS [ENTER] to go to foreign phone field
- Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF, GO BACK and ENTER [5] at WtrCell

[ENTER] ( _ _ ) _ _ _ _ _ _ →GO TO WTRHOME

CELLFOR. [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]
Cell Phone - Foreign Number
(What is the area code and phone number?)
- Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF, GO BACK and ENTER [5] at WtrCell

STRING 20
WTRHOME. [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]

[R=PCG: Do you / ALL OTHERS: Does [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]] a home phone?

- Do NOT ask but ENTER [1] if you know R is using a Home phone
- Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF ENTER [5]

1. Yes  5. No → GO TO WTREMAIL

HOMEPH. [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]

Home Phone - Area Code and Telephone Number

What is the area code and phone number?

- If foreign phone, PRESS [ENTER] to go to foreign phone field
- Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF, GO BACK and ENTER [5] at WtrHome

[ENTER] (___) ___-___ → GO TO WTREMAIL

HOMEFOR. [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]

Home Phone - Foreign Number

(What is the area code and phone number?)

- Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF, GO BACK and ENTER [5] at WtrHome

String 20

WTREMAIL. [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]

Is there an email address where we can contact [R=PCG: you / ALL OTHERS: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]]?

1. Yes  5. No → GO TO HHEND RULE

EMAIL. [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]

(What is that e-mail address?)

- ENTER email address, then READ BACK and VERIFY with Respondent
- Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF type [DK] or [RF]

String 40

WTREMAIL2. [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]

Is there another email address where we can contact [R=PCG: you / ALL OTHERS: [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]]?

1. Yes  5. No → GO TO HHEND RULE

EMAIL2. [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME]

(What is that e-mail address?)

- ENTER email address, then READ BACK and VERIFY with Respondent
- Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed; For DK/RF go back and ENTER [Ctrl-D, Ctrl-R] at previous question

String 50

HHEND Rule: Whether There are More PCGs in This FU

More PCGs → REPEAT WTRCELL-EMAIL2  No More PCGs

End PCGPHONE

End HHADDR
Confirmation & Thank You

TOC

FINALSCREEN. IWER: The following sample lines will be generated from this interview:

Eligible CDS Child(ren) - PCG and Child Sample Lines
PCG [1 – 9]: [SID], [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], Case ID: [P[1-9]CASEID]
   [CHILDELIG=1: Child [1 – 15]: [SID], [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], Case ID: [CH1-15]CASEID]
   [CHILDELIG=9: Child [1 – 15]: [SID], [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], RC: 9002 TEL no Blaise by design
   [CHILDELIG=9: Child [1 – 15]: [SID], [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], RC: 7002 Sub-selected non sample

Ineligible CDS Child(ren) - Child Sample Lines Coded Out
Child Ineligible: [SID], [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], RC: [CHILDELIG=3: 9003 Moved out on own / CHILDELIG=4: 9005 Deceased / CHILDELIG=5: 9004 Incarcerated / CHILDELIG=6: 9007 Health institution / CHILDELIG=7: 9008 Other institution / CHILDELIG=8: 9006 Age ineligible / CHILDELIG=10, 11: 9011 No PCG/PCG Age Ineligible]

Other Adult Sample Lines
Other adult [1 – 15]: [SID], [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], Case ID: [OA[1-15]CASEID]

Mover-Out CDS Child(ren) – Splitoff Coverscreen Sample Lines
   • Make sure this information is accurate before moving on.
   • If any of the information is incorrect, you must tell Respondent that you have made an error and need to start over. Then suspend and retake this case. [Alt-X to suspend]

Is all of the information above correct?
1. Yes 
5. No  → Suspend Interview

THANK YOU. Thank you for talking with me. As part of our quality control procedures, another interviewer from The University of Michigan may call you back to ask a few questions about this interview and to answer any questions you may have about the interview process.

• [R=PCG: Inform PCG that a mailing containing materials for the study will be sent to him/her. Offer to start the PCG interview now or schedule an appointment for the PCG interview.]

• [R<>PCG: Ask to speak with the PCG. If the PCG is available to speak, inform him/her about the study and that a mailing containing materials for the study will be sent to him/her. Offer to start the PCG interview now or schedule an appointment for the PCG interview.]

• [R<>PCG: If the PCG is not available to speak, inform the R that a mailing containing materials for the study will be sent to the PCG and ask for a good time to call back when the PCG is available.]

ENTER [1] to continue

IWCOMPLETE. You have reached the end of the Interview portion of the Coverscreen.

• ENTER [1] to continue with the Coverscreen observation.

1. Continue
All CDS Children Ineligible - Thank You

THANKYOU_INEL. Thank you for talking with me. Those are all the questions I have for you.

- There are no eligible children in this household
- The following sample lines will be generated and coded out automatically:
  [Child Ineligible: [SID], [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], RC: [CHILDELIG=3: 9003 Moved out on own / CHILDELIG=4: 9005 Deceased / CHILDELIG=5: 9004 Incarcerated / CHILDELIG=6: 9007 Health institution / CHILDELIG=7: 9008 Other institution / CHILDELIG=8: 9006 Age ineligible /ChildElig=10, 11: 9011 No PCG/PCG Age Ineligible]
- ENTER [1] to complete interview - use result code 8010 for this Coverscreen

1. Complete
Non-Response Coverscreen

NRRESULTCODE. Select the **TL approved** final result code for this Coverscreen line

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NRRESULTCODE</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Spawn Child sample lines, Result Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5001.</td>
<td>Final refusal: Respondent</td>
<td>Spawn Child sample lines, Result Code=5001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5002.</td>
<td>Final refusal: Informant</td>
<td>Spawn Child sample lines, Result Code=5002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5005.</td>
<td>Final refusal: Never reached for conversion</td>
<td>Spawn Child sample lines, Result Code=5005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5006.</td>
<td>Final refusal: Do not attempt RC</td>
<td>Spawn Child sample lines, Result Code=5006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6001.</td>
<td>Final non-interview: Tracking exhausted, R known</td>
<td>Spawn Child sample lines, Result Code=6001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6004.</td>
<td>Final non-interview: Permanent condition</td>
<td>Spawn Child sample lines, Result Code=6004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6005.</td>
<td>Final non-interview: Language problem, R known</td>
<td>Spawn Child sample lines, Result Code=6005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6007.</td>
<td>Final non-interview: Other reason</td>
<td>Spawn Child sample lines, Result Code=6007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6014.</td>
<td>Final non-interview: Never answered, Final NC, R known</td>
<td>Spawn Child sample lines, Result Code=6014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6081.</td>
<td>Final non-interview: Remote sample</td>
<td>Spawn Child sample lines, Result Code=6081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7002.</td>
<td>Final non-sample: Sub-selected non-sample</td>
<td>Spawn Child sample lines, Result Code=7002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9010.</td>
<td>Final non-sample: Other reason</td>
<td>Spawn Child sample lines, Result Code=9010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NRFINALSCRN. The following sample lines will be generated and coded out automatically:
- Child Ineligible: [SID], [CS3FNAME CS3LNAME], RC: [NRASSIGNRC] for each CDS Child
- **ENTER [1] to exit**
- Assign result code [NRRESULTCODE] to this Coverscreen

1. Exit
Interview Observations

CS_LANG. Coverscreen Observation
Was SPANISH, or any OTHER FOREIGN language, used anywhere in this interview?

1. Yes  
5. No → GO TO CS_IO3

↓

CS_IO1. Coverscreen Observation
Indicate language(s) used to conduct this interview
• ENTER all that apply

1. English → GO TO CS_IO3
2. Spanish
7. Language other than English or Spanish -specify
(CS_IO1A. Specify the language of interview. (String 100))

↓

CS_IO2. Coverscreen Observation
Who did the translating?

1. Bilingual interviewer using Blaise Spanish translation
2. Translator / study aide
3. Other FU member
4. Friend / non-relative not in FU
7. Other -specify (CS_IO2A. Specify (String 100))

CS_IO3. Coverscreen Observation
Are there any people living in this household whom you did not add to the roster at the beginning of the interview or are there any persons that need names, ages or relationships clarified?

1. Yes  
5. No → GO TO CS_OBS

↓

CS_IO3A. Coverscreen Observation
For each person who was not listed in the roster, please specify (as much as possible): First and last names, current age, FUHU status, relationship to the CDS children.
Please describe any names, ages or relationships that need clarification.
• Press INSERT to edit existing text
• To SAVE your entry, use Alt-S
• Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed

Open end

CS_OBS. Coverscreen Observation
Please provide a few words about this FU that would help the project staff understand any potentially confusing or unusual family situations or relationships (such as primary caregivers who are not the child’s parents).
• Press INSERT to edit existing text
• To SAVE your entry, use Alt-S
• Ctrl-D and Ctrl-R not allowed

Open end

OBSCOMPLETE. You have reached the end of the Coverscreen Observations.
• ENTER [1] to exit this case

1. Complete